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hze Kentucky Review 'is designed to provide a forum at the 
University of Kentucky-one long overdue-for discussion of the 
humanities. As this first number richly indicates, its focus will be 
on man, his achievements past and present, and his relationship to 
society. The articles in the following pages-ranging from the 
ancient kingdom of Nubia to Ezra Pound, from the sixteenth 
century French poet Ronsard to the nineteenth century English 
abolitionist Harriet Martineau-suggest the diversity of The 
Kentucky Review's concern. Subsequent issues will consider 
important subjects, many of them interdisciplinary, that have 
engaged the human mind over the centuries. The articles, we hope, 
will appeal to the general public as much as to the specialist. We 
would like to become a model of a learned journal responsible to, 
indeed stimulating, our audience as we pursue subjects vital to the 
humanities. 
If no other journal sponsored by a university library in this 
country is quite like The Kentucky Review in the range and mixture 
of its essays, it is because no other university library that I know of 
takes upon itself to encompass so wide a range of activities as the 
University of Kentucky Library. This Library occupies a unique 
place in the university community as an active force promoting its 
cultural life. In addition to the functions common to major 
libraries, the University of Kentucky Library sponsors lectures, 
readings, and musical offerings in its weekly Gallery series; its 
annual seminar in typography attracts national attention; it invites 
visiting writers to speak; and its King Library Press is nationally 
known for the quality of its books-three were recently honored by 
the Grolier Club as among the hundred most distinguished 
examples of fine-press books published between 1968 and 1978. 
Furthermore, as its collections have become known, it has gained 
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increasing recognition as a major research center. To take but one 
example, it has actively sought to acquire the archives of a number 
of political and literary figures on the national and state scene. 
It seems appropriate that The Library Associates sponsor The 
Kentucky Review, for it is a further indication of that body's 
continuing interest-already manifest in its own diverse program of 
lectures, readings, and seminars-in fostering humanistic pursuits at 
the University and beyond. The Kentucky Review revives the title 
of an earlier, unrelated journal that came out during 1967-1968 
under the auspices of the Board of Student Publications. It also 
succeeds two previous Library publications, the University of 
Kentucky Library Bulletin (1949-1964) and Library Notes (1968-
1970). The editorial board solicits articles from within the 
university community and elsewhere on all aspects of humanistic 
study as well as articles directly relating to the Library's collections. 
We invite you to contribute and to subscribe. 
John Clubbe 
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